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Introduction & Table of Contents
Hello there!

I‘m so happy you‘re interested in this brand new style of competition. In this rulebook, you 
can find everything you need to participate and succeed. If you read this on your PC or would 
like to print it, you might want to download the PC and print version from www.cheerup.ch.
If there‘s anything in here you can‘t wrap your head around, don‘t hesitate to reach out via 
instagram @cheerupschwiiz or via email to hello@cheerupschwiiz.ch. This rulebook will 
evolve and grow with the demands of the Swiss cheer community, so make sure to check the 
blog for the newest version.

I‘m looking forward to seeing your videos!

Best of luck, 

  
Annika
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1. Basic Rules
These basic rules must be followed, in case of a violation the team might be disqualified from 
the competition. All fees will be paid back in case of a disqualification.

Participants

All Girl
One stunt group consists of 4 female athletes. One spotter is allowed on the video; they must 
be dressed all black (or a different solid colour if the athletes wear all black) and must not as-
sist in any stunt. 1 male athlete is allowed if that athlete exclusively stunts as a flyer.

Coed

One stunt group consists of 4 athletes. The number of male participants is not limited. One 
spotter is allowed on the video; they must be dressed all black (or a different solid colour if 
the athletes wear all black) and must not assist in any stunt. 

Timing of the routine
Both routines combined must be no longer than 1 minute and 30 seconds.
Time is measured from the moment the first stunt of the mandatory routine starts (when the 
flyer leaves the floor with both feet) until the moment the flyer touches the floor again after 
the last stunt.

Video Guidelines
Stunt groups record one video of two routines (first the mandatory routine of around 30s, 
then the optional routine). The recording must not be stopped or paused between the two 
routines, and all participating athletes must stay within the video frame at any time during 
the video.
Videos must be in good quality (Full HD with good lighting). If details cannot be seen clearly, 
a new video might be requested and the old one is not used for judging your routine.
Two cameras must simultaneously record the routine from two different angles. One camera 
must always be in front, facing the stunt, the other one to the side. Turning 90 degrees dur-
ing your routine so that the other camera films the front is allowed, as long as there is still 
one camera recording from the front and one recording from the side. Both must record in 
portrait mode and both have to be at the face-height of the back spot. All athletes must be 
completely within the frame of the video at all times, including the arms of the flyer and the 
feet of the bases. It‘s advised to mark the correct spot on the floor so you can move back to it 
if a stunt moves.

Data Privacy and Usage of Videos
To ensure a fair and transparent competition, all videos are uploaded to a YouTube playlist. 
Every participant will receive a link to that playlist and is free to re-share it, so be aware that 
your video will be accessible to the public. Videos will also be edited, meaning that the com-
ments of what has been deducted will be written onto the video. By submitting your video, 
you agree to the editing and publication of your video in that manner. Videos might also be 
used for promotions on social media.
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Judging process and finality of decisions
We will do our best to judge and deduct as transparently as possible, but if you still have 
questions about your score, we encourage you to start a discussion in the YouTube com-
ments underneath the corresponding video. Once the ranking for a competition is an-
nounced, the scores will not be changed anymore. If there is an issue with your difficulty 
score (stunts shown on the video do not add up to the difficulty value you handed in), you 
will be notified prior to the score announcement. If there’s still enough time before the video 
deadline, you may send in another video if there was an issue with your difficulty score.

Mandatory and optional routine
Every competing group must perform the complete mandatory routine before beginning 
their optional routine. The mandatory routine is published exactly 2 weeks before the entry 
deadline. It consists of basic skills only and has a maximum value of 10.0 points. Deductions 
are made according to the “Deductions” section in this rulebook.
The optional routine is unique to each stunt group and can be started as soon as the manda-
tory routine has been performed. You can take as many or as few breaks as you wish during 
your optional routine, this does not factor into your scoring.
The optional routine has an execution start value of 10.0. Deductions for execution errors are 
taken from this start value. In addition to that, the optional routine has a difficulty value ac-
cording to the stunts you choose to perform. The expected difficulty value is handed in to-
gether with the video submissions and will only be lowered by the judge if it’s incorrectly cal-
culated or if a skill drops before it is controlled by the bases.

Age Groups
There are no specific age groups for the competition, however there is one rule:
If there is 1 athlete younger than 16 years old on the day the video is taken, no athlete in the 
stunt group can be more than 5 years older than the youngest athlete on the team. Example:

 ● Youngest member is 16 years old, other athletes can be any age
 ● Youngest member is 12 years old, other athletes must not be older than 17 years
 ● Youngest member is 6 years old, other athletes must not be older than 11 years

Divisions
Athletes of all ages compete in the same divisions. There are 3 divisions:

 ● Novice (may perform all stunts inside the Code of Points with an A, B or C value and all 
body positions)

 ● Advanced (may perform all stunts inside the Code of Points with an A, B, C, D or E value 
and all body positions)

 ● Elite (may perform all stunts inside the Code of Points)

All divisions share the same Code of Points except for the “Connection Values”  chapter and 
the “Minimum Requirements” bonuses. Stunt groups who have won their division twice must 
compete in the next higher division.
Coed divisions are judged separately from the All Girl teams.
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Rules of Entry
Registration happens automatically when you send your video and your complete registra-
tion form including pictures of a valid ID from all athletes. The competition fee of 5.- CHF 
per athlete is due at the time of registration and can be paid by bank transfer. Your video will 
only be evaluated once payment has been received.

Attire / Uniforms
All athletes of a stunt group should dress in similar attire (small details may be different, but 
the overall picture must be the same). Athletes must wear tight shorts, skirts, skorts or leg-
gings. Baggy shorts/jogging pants are not allowed. Tops and must tight-fitting so that the 
silhouette of each athlete is clearly discernable. If bases choose to wear long leggings, a flyer 
might still wear tight shorts of the same colour to avoid slipping on fabric. No jewelry is al-
lowed.

Music
A routine must be performed to music or a clearly audible counter. The counter may also 
be a member of your stunt group or an off-screen person if she can count consistently and 
loud enough to be heard clearly on the video. It’s important that the judge can determine the 
amount of counts a dip took or when the High-V was hit, as this factors into the deductions.

Rules and regulations
The only rules valid for this competition are the ones in this rulebook. Other rules and regula-
tions (like ICU/ECU or IASF) do not apply.
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2. Deductions
This is a comprehensive list of all deductions. Deductions are given based on the definition of 
the skill a stunt group performs. For each stunt you would like to perform, check its definition 
to see what the desired technique and form of the stunt is to avoid getting deducted. A de-
tailed description of each deduction follows.

Lowering of Difficulty Value and Exclusion of Scoring
If a skill is not performed as defined in the “Definitions” part of the code of points, and it is 
clear that there was no intention of doing it the way it had been defined, the skill is not eval-
uated and does not add to the difficulty value. No deductions are given from the initiation to 
the finish of that stunt.

Example: 

A TicToc is defined as a free flying stunt, meaning all bases and the backspot must let go of 

the flyer during the switch. If a backspot decides to hold on to the flyer for the whole time, 

that alters the definition of the stunt to the extent that the stunt will not be evaluated any-

more, as it was clearly planned to perform it this way.

If a skill is not performed to completion, it will wherever possible be downgraded to the next 
lower difficulty value of a stunt with similar approach.

Example: 

If a flyer tries to perform a Double Down but can only twist 1 3/4 and lands on her side, the 

difficulty value will be lowered to a Full Down. No execution deduction will be given for the 

incomplete twist, however there might be other deductions like the flyer’s body line if it 

wasn’t performed correctly.
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-0.1 -0.3 -1.0

Bases / Backspots

Steps x x

Bent arms x

Hunching / Arching x

Mispositioning x

Loose arms / Low catch x

Flyer

Mispositioning x

Body Line x x

Bent Leg(s) x

Crossed Legs x

Legs apart x

Loss of Body Position x

Late High-V x

General

Drop x

Spotter Involvement x

Short Freeze x
  Overtime x
  Mandatory Routine Counts x
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Bases / Backspot deductions

Steps

In general, bases and back spots are allowed to replace each foot once when doing a stunt. 
Deductions are given (per person stepping) as follows:

 ● -0.1 point for additional steps while the flyer remains at a steady position (shuffling un-
derneath the flyer)

 ● -0.3 point for additional steps while the flyer moves in relation to the competition floor 
(the whole stunt group walks away from where they initiated the stunt)

Exception: Stunts that require movement by the bases to achieve an additional rotation, for 

example a One & a half up, are allowed to have additional steps. Additional steps are only 

allowed if the definition of the stunt specifically points it out and under the conditions de-

scribed in the stunt description.

Bent arms

In extended stunts, the arms of the bases and backspot must be straight. Bending them dur-
ing an extended hold, pressing the flyer up with bent arms in a mount or transition or dip-
ping with bent arms will result in a deduction:

 ● -0.1 point

Exception: In assisted single-base stunts where the main weight of the flyer is intended to be 

above one base, the assisting base might need to bend an arm as a consequence of the grip 

choice. This will not be deducted.

Hunching/Arching

Bases and backspots should keep their lower and upper backs straight (slight natural curving 
of the spine will not be deducted). Deductions are taken if they hunch excessively while set-
ting for stunts or catching dismounts, for excessive use of the back to hoist up weight or for 
holding up stunts with an excessively rounded or arched back.

 ● -0.3 point

Mispositioning

In multi-based stunts (with or without back spot), both bases must keep the same distance 
from the center of gravity of the flyer. In single based stunts (with or without assist), the 
center of gravity of the flyer must be straight above the center of gravity of the main base.

 ● -0.1 point

Loose arms / Low catch

In a sponge/load positions, bases’ arms should be at 90 degrees. A deduction is given when 
they are over 120 degrees. The deduction for “low catch” applies if the flyer ever falls below 
the hip-level of bases in dismounts that land prone or in a cradle.

 ● -0.1 point
 ●
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Flyer deductions

Mispositioning

The arms of the flyer must stay at the flyer’s side or in a High-V unless a different position is 
necessary (e.g. Heel Stretch, see under “Body Positions” in the Code of Points, or dismounts). 
In a single-legged stunt, the leg must be in a proper body position (Liberty, Scale, etc.). Prop-
er execution of body positions is described in the skill definition part of the Code of Points.

 ● -0.1 point

Attention: Do not use motions at any point in your optional routine. If the flyer’s arms are 

not at her side or in a High-V, there will be a deduction. This rule is in place to prevent ath-

letes from covering up wobbles with motions.

Body Line

The foot, center of the hips and center of the shoulders should always be in one complete-
ly vertical line (vertical axis). Hips (hip bone to hip bone) and shoulders (outermost point of 
each shoulder) must always be in one completely horizontal line (horizontal axis).

 ● -0.1 point if vertical or horizontal line is slightly broken
 ● -0.3 point if vertical line of the flyer is broken more than 30 degrees

Exception: A Body Position requires otherwise.

Bent Leg(s)

If the supporting leg(s) of the flyer is bent, this deduction will apply. If the flyer bends her 
leg(s) twice in the same stunt, it will be applied twice. It will also apply twice if both legs in a 
Heel Stretch or Bow & Arrow are bent.

 ● -0.1 point

Crossed legs

If the legs of a Flyer are crossed in a twisting skill such as a Full Down or similar, this deduc-
tion applies.

 ● -0.1 point

Legs apart

If the flyer’s legs come apart in stunts where they should be together, this deduction will be 
taken. If the legs come apart several times during one stunt, it will be applied twice.

Attention: If legs are crossed, bent and apart, all three deductions will apply. 

Some stunts have very specific rules on when the legs need to be together, so be sure to read 

the definition of each stunt before you attempt it.

Loss of Body Position

If the Flyer attempts to pull a Body Position, then loses it and has to re-grab, this deduction 
will apply.

 ● -0.1 point
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Late High-V

Each stunt except for Dismounts must be finished with a High-V (except a Body Position re-
quires otherwise). The High-V has to be pulled within 4 counts (e.g. stunt hits on 1 -> High-V 
latest on 5) of the stunt hitting, otherwise a deduction will apply.

 ● -0.1 point

General Deductions

Drop
If a flyer touches the ground unplanned, a base or backspot touches their knee to the ground 
or they fall over, this deduction will apply. A Drop deduction will also apply if a stunt comes 
down into a Sponge/Load or similar position that was not intended in an uncontrolled way, 
even if the flyer doesn’t touch the ground.

 ● -1.0 point

Spotter Involvement

If a spotter touches any member of a stunt group, no matter to what extent, this deduction 
will apply.

 ● -1.0 point

Short Freeze

Each Dismount (that is not a connection to the next stunt) must be held completely still for at 
least 4 counts (e.g. catch 1 -> set out 5) before the flyer comes down to the ground. During 
this time, nobody can move. If steps are taken, these count towards the total steps allowed 

for that dismount and will be deducted under “Steps”.
 ● -0.1 point

Overtime

Time starts when the flyer leaves the ground with both feet for the mandatory routine and 
stops when the flyer touches the ground after the last stunt of the optional routine. If this ex-
ceeds 1:30min, a deduction will be made for every 5 seconds overtime.

 ● -0.3 point

Mandatory Routine Counts

To ensure a fair competition, all competitors must perform the mandatory routine at the 
same pace. The counts are clearly audible on the video and will also be sent in text form to-
gether with the video. If a stunt group misses a count of the mandatory routine, this deduc-
tion applies.

 ● -0.3 point

General Information on Deductions
The total deductions for a skill cannot be higher than the difficulty value of that skill.
New deductions might be added as the competition grows, so make sure you check the new-
est version of this rulebook before you compete. Warnings will be given to stunt groups if 
they have technical issues in their stunts that do not yet get deducted, but might in future.
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3. Connection Values and Bonuses
This is a comprehensive list of all bonuses that can be added to your difficulty value.

nections. So if you connect elements A+B+C, you will get a bonus for A+B and a bonus for 
B+C.
No connection bonus is given for body positions. No connection bonus is given if the exact 
same connection between the same two stunts has received a connection bonus before.
No connection bonus is given for Stationary Positions (see separate explanation).

Example: If you do a TicToc, you have to land in a Liberty, it’s the natural result of doing a Tic-

Toc. You will not receive a bonus for connecting the TicToc to a Liberty, nor will you receive 

the difficulty value of a Liberty. If you do an Elevator and directly connect it (“pump and go”) 

to a Liberty, you will receive the difficulty value for an Elevator and a Liberty and a connec-

tion bonus (A+C).

A comprehensive list of all connection bonuses can be found on the next page, split into the 
respective divisions. 

+0.1 +0.3 +0.5 +2.0
Immediate Body Position x

2-base (no backspot) x

Single-based no assist x

Passing Through (PT) high x

Minimum Requirements x

Connection values see separate list (next page)

Connection values are different for each division. To achieve a sufficient connection which 
grants a bonus, two stunts must be connected by one single dip. Bases are allowed to take a 
maximum of two counts for the downwards dip before launching the flyer into the next el-
ement. If they take longer than that or the stunt is completely stationary with no upward or 
downward momentum at any time, the connection is broken and no bonus is awarded.
If you have performed a stunt already and you perform it again to achieve a connection, you 
will receive the connection bonus but not the difficulty value of the element you’ve already 
shown before.

Example: If you connect a TicToc (high to high) to a TicToc (high to high), you will receive the 

difficulty value F (=0.6 point) once and a +0.4 point connection bonus, so 1 point for difficul-

ty in total.

If 3 stunts are connected, the connections will be credited as if it had been two separate con-
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Connection Bonuses Novice +0.1 +0.2 +0.3 +0.4

A+A x

B+A x

C+A x

A+C x

A+B x

B+B x

C+B x

B+C x

C+C x

Connection Bonuses Advanced +0.1 +0.2 +0.3 +0.4

Any combination of two stunts 
both valued C or below

x

Any combination of one stunt 
valued C or below and the oth-
er valued D or above

x

D+D x

E+D x

D+E x

E+E x

Connection Bonuses Elite +0.1 +0.2 +0.3 +0.4

Any combination of two stunts 
both valued D or below

x

Any combination of one stunt 
valued D or below and the oth-
er valued E or above

x

E+E x

E+F x

F+E x

Any combination of one stunt 
valued E or above and the oth-
er valued G or above

x

Immediate Body Position
If a body position is hit immediately (= simultaneously to the stunt hitting), an additional +0.1 
point bonus is given. If a body position is started from a stationary position, no bonus for 
timing is given. For the “Liberty” Body Position, no timing bonus is given.

2-base (no backspot)
A +0.3 bonus is given if a stunt is performed without the help of a back spot. The back spot 
must hold her arms out to the side so it’s clearly visible that she’s not touching the stunt for 
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the bonus to apply. Once a stunt lands, the back spot must wait 4 counts to touch any part 
of the stunt, otherwise no bonus is applied. Stunts can either be performed in a multi-based 
style leaving out the back spot or in a single-based style with an assisting secondary base. No 
bonus is given for stunts categorized as dismounts (see Code of Points).
A maximum of +1.0 point can be earned through a combination of this bonus and the “Sin-
gle-based no assist” bonus; if you achieve more than +1.0 point by stunting with fewer ath-
letes, stunts are still evaluated normally but no more bonus is given.

Single-based no assist
A +0.5 bonus is given if a stunt is performed by a single base with no assist. The other base 
and the back spot must hold their arms out to the side so it‘s clearly visible that they‘re not 
touching the stunt for the bonus to apply. Once a stunt lands, they must wait 4 counts to 
touch any part of the stunt, otherwise no bonus is applied. No bonus is given for stunts cate-
gorized as dismounts (see Code of Points).
A maximum of +1.0 point can be earned through a combination of this bonus and the “2-
base (no backspot)” bonus; if you achieve more than +1.0 point by stunting with fewer ath-
letes, stunts are still evaluated normally but no more bonus is given.

Passing Through high
If a skill is noted in the Code of Points as „to low“ and the stunt group performs it Passing 
Through high , a +0.1 difficulty bonus is given. Check the definitions in the Code of Points to 
learn about Passing Through (PT).

Minimum Requirements
A 2 point bonus is added to the difficulty value if the following minimum requirements are 
met in the optional routine. Per requirement missing, -0.5 point is deducted from that bonus 
(cannot be negative).

All divisions:

 ● At least 1 body position other than Liberty
 ● At least 1 twisting stunt (flyer rotates at least 180 degrees)
 ● At least 1 transition

Additional Minimum Requirements for Novice division:

 ● At least 1 element with a B value or higher

Additional Minimum Requirements for Advanced division:

 ● At least 1 element with a C value or higher
 ● At least 1 released stunt that is not a dismount (flyer completely free flying)

Additional Minimum Requirements for Elite division:

 ● At least 1 element with a E value or higher
 ● At least 1 released stunt that is not a dismount (flyer completely free flying)
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4. Code of Points: Definitions
Calculating of Difficulty Value
Each element is assigned a letter that correlates to a difficulty score:

 ● A = 0.1
 ● B = 0.2
 ● C = 0.3
 ● D = 0.4
 ● E = 0.5
 ● F = 0.6
 ● G = 0.7
 ● H = 0.8
 ● I = 0.9

The 7 most difficult skills shown by a stunt group are counted towards the difficulty score. 
Connection values are added to the score, provided they fulfill the requirements in the “Con-
nection Values” section.
Stunt groups calculate their difficulty score in advance and enter it on the registration form 
together with the list of stunts in the exact order they are performed. If judges disagree with 
the entered difficulty score, the stunt group will be contacted before the scores are finalized. 
If there is still time until the video deadline, a stunt group might re-submit their video in this 
case.
The complete list of stunts can be found at the end of the document.

Definitions
This section describes all types of stunts within the Code of Points. The specifications given 
for any stunt must be followed. Deductions are applied for execution that deviates from the 
stunt description. If the nature of a stunt is changed (for example by changing grips or walk-
ing patterns), it might be downgraded or not be scored at all as it’s not recognised as being 
in the Code of Points anymore.
Only stunts in the Code of Points are scored. Stunts not listed in the Code of Points do not 
get deducted or scored. If you want to submit a new stunt to the Code of Points, a video 
showing the perfect execution of the stunt (no deductions) must be sent to hello@cheerup-
schwiiz.ch. It then gets evaluated and assigned a score.

A word to this: Not everything is perfectly defined. We all know that the flyer’s legs should 

be locked at all times or that they should be kept straight in a cradle. If common sense tells 

you that something will probably be an execution deduction, even if it’s not specifically 

pointed out in the definition of the stunt, you will probably get deducted for it. The defini-

tions are there to help you understand which techniques you should use, not to create loop-

holes that can be exploited. If you are unsure about a technique or your execution, contact 

me.
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General Definitions
If the Code of Points does not specifically mention “Liberty to XYZ” or “XYZ to Liberty”, it is 
assumed that all stunts listed start and land in a two-legged position. If you start or end a 
stunt in a liberty position even though the Code of Points did not specifically list this variation 
of the stunt, it will be assigned the same difficulty value as if it had been two-legged.
In two-legged stationary positions such as Elevator or Extension, it is up to the athletes if the 
flyer’s legs are together or apart. It must be clear from the moment the stunt hits if the legs 
are together or apart and it cannot be changed until the next stunt is initiated. Additional 
rules to leg positioning might apply; some stunts require the legs to be together at all times. 
If a stunt group performs a stunt once with legs together and once with legs apart, the diffi-
culty value is only given one time as it is the same skill according to the Code of Points.

Clarification 1: The sponge position’s definition explicitly states that the flyer’s legs must be 

together. If you go into an extension from a sponge, the legs come apart on the way up; as 

long as the flyer is in the sponge position, they must remain together or a deduction will be 

applied.

Clarification 2: A full around’s definition states that the legs must be together from the mo-

ment the twist is initiated until it is finished. If you start a full around from an elevator posi-

tion with legs apart, the flyer must pull her legs together during the push and before the ini-

tiation of the twist, otherwise a deduction will apply.

For single legged stunts, it doesn’t matter which leg is the supporting leg. In the Novice and 
Advanced divisions, the difficulty score for Liberty is awarded for each leg once except the 
change is the natural result of another stunt (see: stationary position). In the Elite division, the 
difficulty score is awarded only once, even if both variations are shown.

Definition: Stationary position

Stunts are categorized according to their use. Some stunts might be categorized as “station-
ary position” in addition to other definitions. This is only done to clarify the way in which they 
are scored. If a stationary position is the natural result of another stunt, it is not added to the 
difficulty score. 

 ● Sponge
 ● Cradle
 ● Elevator
 ● Extension
 ● Liberty (low or high)

Example: If you do a TicToc, it will naturally land in a Liberty position. The difficulty value for 

the TicToc is awarded, but no additional difficulty value for the Liberty position is added be-

cause it’s just the natural result, the stationary position in which you land every time you do 

a TicToc. If you do a Liberty mount from the ground however, you would be awarded the dif-

ficulty score of the Liberty. Similarly, if you do an elevator with a direct pump and go connec-

tion into a liberty, you are awarded the elevator as well as the liberty score because both po-

sitions have been a deliberate choice to make.
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Defintion: Height levels
Many stunts can be done from and to different heights, for example a TicToc. In the Code of 
Points, each variation is listed, first naming the starting height, then the landing height. The 
three heights are:

 ● Ground (flyer is on the floor or at waist level of the bases, for example a standard reload 
or cradle position)

 ● Low (weight is born at the shoulder level of the bases)
 ● High (weight is born at the extended arm level of the bases)

Clarification: A „TicToc low to high“ would start with the flyer in a liberty position at the 

shoulder level of the bases and end in an extended liberty. A „TicToc ground to high“ would 

start with the flyer in a liberty set, one foot on the ground, and land in an extended liberty.

Definition: PT (Passing Through)

Stunts can get different difficulty values depending on where they pass through. In order to 
achieve “PT low”, the feet of the flyer must at one point be higher up than the shoulders of 
the bases. To achieve “PT high”, at least one base with the flyer’s foot in her hand must have 
her arm completely extended over her head.
If a skill is noted in the Code of Points as “to low” and the stunt group performs it PT high, a 
+0.1 difficulty bonus is given.

Attention: If a flyer is released and passes through a high position while released by both 

bases, the bonus is not given! If you want to receive a “PT high” bonus for a “TicToc (ground 

to low)” for example, at least one base must connect with the flyer’s foot at high and the fly-

er must already be finished with her TicToc (leg straight).

Stunt Definitions

Sponge/Load/Reload
The Sponge/Load/Reload position (Sponge from here on) is a special case and only receives a 
difficulty value in certain instances (when it‘s performed as a dismount, not as a means to get 
into the stunt or to connect two stunts). In the Sponge position, the flyer‘s legs (knees and 
feet) must stay together. A hand-width of foot separation is tolerated to facilitate grips. The 
arms of the bases are at 90 degrees with elbows pressed to their side.

Example: A stunt group performs an Elevator-Sponge, then set the flyer out. They receive a 

difficulty value for the Sponge because they performed it as a singular skill to show it off. If a 

stunt group shows Elevator-Bound-Elevator, the Sponge does not get scored, so that would 

be an A difficulty value for the Elevator (only awarded once) und a connection bonus for 

A+A.

Elevator and Extension

Both can be performed with legs together or apart in general. As an Extension with legs to-
gether is the same stunt (according to the Code of Points) as one with legs apart, the diffi-
culty value is only awarded once even if you show both variations. Be mindful of stunts that 
state in their definition that the legs must be together!
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Pop off
If a Pop off is used to connect two stunts (for example Pop off straight into a Toss), the same 
rules for Difficulty Value assignement applies as for the Sponge.
During the Pop off, the flyer may lean back slightly, but must remain in a tight and straight 
body position with arms clean to her side in the air. When the backspot is in reach, the can 
bend her arms to support herself on the backspots wrists. Bases catch the legs of the flyer at 
the highest possible point, waiting with arms outstretched, and slow the flyer down towards 
the performing surface. The hips of all bases and the backspot must always be lower than the 
hips of the flyer. Don’t forget to freeze in the landing position.

Cradle / Full down / Double down

All dismounts landing in a Cradle positions must be performed with the flyer’s arms staying in 
a clean position at her side. Bases wait for the flyer with outstretched arms and catch her as 
early as possible. The flyer must never be below the hips of the bases. Don’t forget to freeze 
in the landing position.

Cradle / Full down / Double down to Prone

If the dismount lands in a prone position (face down), the arms of the flyer are in an Over-
head Clap (arms straight and centered) to facilitate the initiation of the twist. They remain in 
the Overhead Clap until the end of the freeze.

V-Sit

The V-Sit or “Teddy” position has the flyer sit in a straddle with legs apart at least 90 degrees 
at the shoulder level of the bases. The flyer’s upper body must be upright, her back straight 
and her hands at her hips.

Split

The flyer sits in a left or right leg split at the shoulder level of the bases. The hand pointing 
towards the front camera must be positioned at the flyer’s hip, the hand pointing away from 
the front camera can either be used to hold onto the back spot or also be at the flyer’s hip. 
The split must be at a minimum of 170 degrees.

Half up

Bases must remain stationary, the flyer does a 180 degree spin. Before the spin begins, the 
flyer’s legs must be completely straight. Depending on the technique used, legs might be 
apart and/or crossed at the beginning of the stunt. From the moment the twist is initiated, 
legs must be together and remain together until the twist is finished.

Full up / Full around

Bases must remain stationary, the flyer does a 360 degree spin. “Traditional” technique is 
used if not mentioned otherwise, meaning all bases remain stationary while the flyer com-
pletes the full 360 degree twist. Only the right hand of the main base remains in constant 
contact with the flyer’s foot. From the moment the twist is initiated, the flyer’s legs must be 
together and remain together until the twist is finished.
In Full ups or Full arounds starting or ending in a single-legged stunt, the flyer’s legs can ei-
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ther be straight and together for the duration of the twist and be pulled into a Body Position 
right when the stunt hits, or be in a proper body position such as a liberty for the entire turn.

TicToc

A TicToc is an element in which the flyer switches from one foot to another in a single legged 
stunt. The TicToc must be free flying, meaning that all bases and the back spot must lose con-
tact with the flyer during the switch. 

TicToc with turn

The TicToc definition applies. To facilitate twisting, the flyer may perform a Clap or Overhead 
Clap motion to initiate the twist. In an Overhead Clap, the arms must remain straight and 
centered. Grip and position changes are allowed, meaning an athlete may initiate the stunt as 
a base and catch it as a back spot.

Toss

The Toss is a mount where the back spot grabs the hip of the flyer while the bases grab any 
part of the flyer’s leg (flyer standing on the ground). From there, the flyer is thrown straight 
up into the targeted position (completely free flying). The legs of the flyer remain together at 
all times (except a small separation at the beginning if necessary to facilitate bases’ grips).

Ball up

The Ball up is a mount where the flyer starts in a Sponge position or in a Toss (see above) and 
is thrown upwards by the bases (completely free flying). In the air, the flyer pulls her knees 
towards her chest until the thighs are at least horizontal, hands are placed on the knees. Legs 
are completely together the whole time. Before landing, the legs are completely straightened 
and the arms in a clean or High-V position.

RO Entry / Backw. Roll Entry / BHS Entry; Guided Push / Free Push

For some stunts, tumbling elements are required to get into the right position to enter a 
stunt. These stunts are listed in the Code of Points according to what tumbling element is 
used in the entry as well as the kind of push/lift that’s used after the entry. All tumbling el-
ements must be performed from a standing position (no additional power step). Bases and 
back spots are granted one additional foot replacement per foot to approach the flyer at 
the beginning of the stunt. After that, the usual rule for steps applies to them. The additional 
steps that are allowed can only be used to approach the flyer, they cannot be “saved up” and 
used during the push or catch instead.

 ● RO Entry = Round off Entry
 ● Backw. Roll Entry = Backward Roll Entry (can, but doesn’t have to pass through handstand)
 ● BHS Entry = Back Handspring Entry

During the tumbling element, a flyer can get the usual deductions, for example bent legs, leg 
separation or loss of body line.
The bases are free to use the grip they prefer to push (for example basket grip or grabbing 
the flyer’s upper body with their palms and pushing up). The push must be initiated immedi-
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ately when the flyer arrives, no additional bounds are granted. A distinction is made between 
guided and free pushing:

 ● Guided Push = Back spot or any other athlete remains in contact with the flyer at all times.
 ● Free Push = Flyer is completely released and free flying before being caught at the target 

height.

Handstand

In the handstand position, legs must be together at all times (during the mount that leads to 
the position and during the transition out of the position including the landing). The hands 
of the flyer are connected to the hands of the bases. Bases are free to use the grip they pre-
fer (for example knot-style grip or one hand supporting the flyer’s wrist/shoulder area) while 
one hand stays directly connected to the hand of the flyer. Back spots are free to support the 
handstand wherever they like.
Transitioning out of a handstand into an Elevator or Extension is done by pushing the flyer, 
completely letting go of her and catching her in the target position. Handstands can also be 
dismounted by using a Cradle, Sponge or Pop off.

Suspended front flip

Starting in a sponge/load, the flyer connects both her hands to the back spot’s hands. The 
bases push the feet straight up, the flyer starts flipping after gaining height, staying connect-
ed to the back spot at all times. Once the first half of the flip is completed, the flyer com-
pletely straightens her body so that, when looked at from the side, a straight line can be 
drawn from the shoulders of the back spot to the toes of the flyer. This position must be hit 
before the flyer’s body is at horizontal. Then, the flyer lands in a cradle.
If a twist is added, the twist may only be initiated after the straight position is hit. The back 
spot may let go with one hand when the twist is initiated, or can stay connected with both 
hands until the end of the freeze.
The flyer’s chin should stay tucked in or neutral (not throwing the head back) and the body in 
a straight or slightly hollow position (not arched).

Body Position Definitions

These are the accepted body positions for single-legged stunts:
 ● Liberty
 ● Heel Stretch
 ● Arabesque
 ● Scale
 ● Scorpion
 ● Bow and Arrow
 ● Needle

Body positions performed standing on the floor do not get scored. A maximum of 0.8 point 
can be earned by performing body positions (including “Immediate Body Position” bonuses). 
Body positions performed after that maximum is reached will not be added to the difficulty 
value anymore, however there will be execution deductions. For a body position to be eval-
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uated, the flyer most show visible control before letting go of the body position. If the Flyer 
loses the Body Position, then re-grabs it and holds until she has control, it will be evaluated 
(with a “Loss of Body Position” deduction). If the Flyer loses a Body Position before controlling 
it and does not re-grab, the difficulty value is not awarded and there will be a mispositioning 
deduction.

Timing of body positions

If a body position is hit immediately (= simultaneously to the stunt hitting), an additional +0.1 
point bonus is given. If a body position is started from a stationary position, no bonus for 
timing is given. For the Liberty position, no timing bonus is given.

Liberty position

This is the standard position that must be shown in any single-legged stunt where the fly-
er performs no other body position. No bonus is given for the liberty position, however de-
ductions are taken if there are execution errors. In a proper liberty position, the knee points 
straight ahead while the toes of the bent leg are right next to or above the knee of the sup-
porting leg. Ideally, the thigh of the bent leg is completely horizontal. From hip bone to hip 
bone, there should be a completely horizontal line. Hands can be either clean by the side, 
“Pretty Lady” style on the knee of the bent leg or in a High-V.

Heel Stretch position

There are three difficulty levels of a heel stretch which give different points (see: Code of 
Points). At all levels, the upper foot of the heel stretch must be no further away from the 
center of the flyer’s body than a standard High-V would be. The torso of the flyer must re-
main upright at all times; bending towards the heel stretch will result in a “Breaking of body 
line” deduction. The free hand is in a High-V. Both legs must be straight and the upper foot 
must be pointed.

 ● Level 1: The upper leg is grabbed by the ankle.
 ● Level 2: The upper leg is bent to grab onto the foot, then straightened into the heel 

stretch position. (Be careful not to break body line when grabbing!)
 ● Level 3: The heel stretch is kicked up with a straight leg and held by the foot.

Arabesque position
There are three difficulty levels of an arabesque which give different points (see: Code of 
Points). At all levels, both legs must be straight. The arms are in a proper T-Motion, meaning 
that when looked at from the side, both fists must be in front of the shoulders. The chest re-
mains upright, the top of the shoulders pointing upwards.
If the Arabesque is performed straight out of a Needle, Scale or Scorpion position, the low-
est point of the Arabesque is measured to determine its level. If the leg falls below horizontal 
and bounces back to horizontal, al Level 1 Arabesque is awarded. 

 ● Level 1: The upper leg is below horizontal.
 ● Level 2: The upper leg is at horizontal.
 ● Level 3: The upper leg is clearly above horizontal. A line is drawn from the hip to the knee; 

if the line points upwards, the arabesque is clearly above horizontal. This is to discourage the 
bending of the upper leg in order to make the arabesque look higher.
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Scale position

There are three difficulty levels of a scorpion which give different points (see: Code of Points). 
At all levels, the free hand must be in a High-V facing the front so that the whole chest is visi-
ble and facing the front as well.

 ● Level 1: The upper leg is grabbed anywhere between the knee and the ankle and the leg is 
bent.

 ● Level 2: The upper leg is straight and grabbed at the shin (not close enough to the ankle 
for level 3).

 ● Level 3: The upper leg is straight and grabbed at the ankle or within a hand’s width of the 
ankle.

Scorpion

There are three difficulty levels of a scorpion which give different points (see: Code of Points). 
At all levels, the scorpion is held at the foot with both hands.

 ● Level 1: The upper leg is bent to grab with the first hand, then the second hand connects 
to pull the scorpion up. The angle between the two legs is between 90-120 degrees.

 ● Level 2: The upper leg is bent to grab with the first hand, then the second hand connects 
to pull the scorpion up. The angle between the two legs is greater than 120 degrees.

 ● Level 3: The upper leg is kicked up and caught with both hands simultaneously. It is then 
immediately pulled into the scorpion position with an angle between the two legs that is 
greater than 120 degrees.

Bow and Arrow

There are three difficulty levels of a bow and arrow which give different points (see: Code of 
Points). At all levels, the bow and arrow can be held either at the foot or at the ankle. The up-
per foot must always be pointed. The hand that holds the foot/ankle must be the opposite 
side from the leg (left leg up = right hand grabs or vice versa). The free arm is in a proper 
T-Motion in front of the upper leg, the arm being completely horizontal.

 ● Level 1: The upper leg is bent to grab the foot, then straightened into the heel stretch po-
sition.

 ● Level 2: The upper leg straight while being lifted either through a heel stretch position 
or straight into the bow and arrow. When a line is drawn from ankle to ankle, the line is not 
within 5 degrees of being completely vertical.

 ● Level 3: The upper leg straight while being lifted either through a heel stretch position or 
straight into the bow and arrow. When a line is drawn from ankle to ankle, the line is within 5 
degrees of being completely vertical.

Needle

There are three difficulty levels of a needle which give different points (see: Code of Points). 
At all levels, the needle is held with either hands at the shin or arms around the shin/knee 
area. The upper leg must be completely straight.

 ● Level 1: The needle is grabbed first like a level 1 or 2 scorpion, then the grip is changed 
down to the shin to straighten out the leg and get into the needle position.

 ● Level 2: The leg is kicked up in a bent position with the hands either catching the foot like 
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a scorpion and then re-grabbing for the needle, or with the hands catching directly around 
the shins to then straighten the leg and pull the needle.

 ● Level 3: The leg is kicked up while staying completely straight and caught in the needle 
position.
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5. Code of Points
To make it easy to find the stunt you’re looking for, they are listed several times, grouped by 
different criteria. Make sure to read the definition of each stunt you’d like to perform and 
contact hello@cheerupschwiiz.ch if you have any questions.

Overview of Stunts grouped by Difficulty Value

Value: A (0.1)
Mounts:
Sponge/Load/Reload
Elevator (ground to low)
Transitions:
V-Sit
Show and go (ground to ground, PT low)
Extension (low to high)
Dismounts:
Cradle to prone (from low)
Pop off
Cradle
Body Positions:
Heel Stretch (Level 1)
Arabesque (Level 1)
Scale (Level 1)

Value: B (0.2)
Mounts:
Half up (Ground to low)
Extension (ground to high)
Liberty (ground to low)
Toss (ground to low)
Transitions:
Show and go (ground to ground, PT high)
Split
Dismounts:
Log roll
Cradle to prone (from high)
Body Positions:
Heel Stretch (Level 2)
Arabesque (Level 2)
Scale (Level 2)
Scorpion (Level 1)
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Value: C (0.3)
Mounts:
Liberty (ground to high)
TicToc (Ground to low)
Half up (Ground to high)
Half up to liberty (Ground to low)
Toss Liberty (ground to low)
Ball up (ground to low)
RO Entry, guided push (ground to low)
Backw. Roll Entry, guided push (ground to low)
Transitions:
Liberty (low to high)
TicToc (Low to low)
Full around (Ground to ground, PT low)
TicToc (Low to ground)
Dismounts:
Full down to prone (from low)
Suspended front flip (ground to ground)
Full down (from low)
Body Positions:
Arabesque (Level 3)
Heel Stretch (Level 3)
Scale (Level 3)
Scorpion (Level 2)
Bow and Arrow (Level 1)
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Value: D (0.4)
Mounts:
TicToc (Ground to high)
TicToc 1/2 turn (Ground to low)
Half up to liberty (Ground to high)
Toss (ground to high)
Ball up (ground to high)
RO Entry, free push (ground to low)
Backw. Roll Entry, free push (ground to low)
BHS Entry, guided push (ground to low)
Transitions:
TicToc 1/2 turn (Low to low)
Full around (Ground to ground, PT high)
TicToc (High to ground)
Dismounts:
Sponge full turn (low to ground)
Full down to prone (from high)
Full down (from high)
Liberty full down (from low)
Body Positions:
Scorpion (Level 3)
Bow and Arrow (Level 2)
Needle (Level 1)
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Value: E (0.5)
Mounts:
TicToc full turn (Ground to low)
Full up (Ground to low)
Toss Liberty (ground to high)
Toss full turn (ground to low)
RO Entry, guided push (ground to high)
Backw. Roll Entry, guided push (ground to high)
BHS Entry, free push (ground to low)
RO Entry, guided push to Handstand (ground to low)
Backw. Roll Entry, guided push to Handstand (ground to low)
Transitions:
TicToc full turn (Low to low)
Full around (Low to low)
TicToc (Low to high)
TicToc (High to low)
Dismounts:
Sponge full turn (high to ground)
Double down to prone (from low)
Liberty full down (from high)
Double down (from low)
Suspended front flip full twist (ground to ground)
Body Positions:
Bow and Arrow (Level 3)
Needle (Level 2)
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Value: F (0.6)
Mounts:
TicToc 1/2 turn (Ground to high)
Full up (Ground to high)
Full up to Liberty (Ground to low)
One & a half up (ground to low)
RO Entry, free push (ground to high)
Backw. Roll Entry, free push (ground to high)
BHS Entry, guided push (ground to high)
RO Entry, free push to Handstand (ground to low)
Backw. Roll Entry, free push to Handstand (ground to low)
Transitions:
One & a half around (low to low)
TicToc (High to high)
TicToc 1/2 turn (Low to high)
TicToc 1/2 turn (High to low)
Full around to Liberty (Low to low)
Dismounts:
Double down to prone (from high)
Double down (from high)
Liberty Double down (from low)
Body Positions:
Needle (Level 3)

Value: G (0.7)
Mounts:
Full up to Liberty (Ground to high)
Toss full turn (ground to high)
One & a half up (ground to high)
BHS Entry, free push (ground to high)
BHS Entry, guided push to Handstand (ground to low)
Transitions:
TicToc 1/2 turn (High to high)
TicToc full turn (High to low)
Full around (Low to high)
Full around (High to low)
Handstand to Elevator (low to low)
Handstand to Elevator (high to low)
Dismounts:
Liberty Double down (from high)
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Value: H (0.8)
Mounts:
TicToc full turn (Ground to high)
RO Entry, guided push to Handstand (ground to high)
Backw. Roll Entry, guided push to Handstand (ground to high)
BHS Entry, guided push to Handstand (ground to high)
BHS Entry, free push to Handstand (ground to low)
Transitions:
One & a half around (low to high)
Full around (High to high)
Full around to Liberty (Low to high)
Full around to Liberty (High to low)
TicToc full turn (Low to high)
Handstand to Extension (low to high)

Value: I (0.9)
Mounts:
RO Entry, free push to Handstand (ground to high)
Backw. Roll Entry, free push to Handstand (ground to high)
BHS Entry, free push to Handstand (ground to high)
Transitions:
Handstand to Extension (high to high)
TicToc full turn (High to high)
Full around to Liberty (High to high)
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Overview of Stunts grouped by Type
This is a repetition of the above list.

Basic Moves
Sponge/Load/Reload (ground)
Pop off (anywhere to ground)
Cradle (anywhere to ground)
Elevator (ground to low)
Extension (ground to high)
Extension (low to high)
Show and go (ground to ground, PT low)
Show and go (ground to ground, PT high)
V-Sit (low)
Split (low)
Liberty (ground to low)
Liberty (ground to high)
Liberty (low to high)
Cradle to prone (from high)
Cradle to prone (from low)

Body Positions
Heel Stretch (Level 1)
Heel Stretch (Level 2)
Heel Stretch (Level 3)
Arabesque (Level 1)
Arabesque (Level 2)
Arabesque (Level 3)
Scale (Level 1)
Scale (Level 2)
Scale (Level 3)
Scorpion (Level 1)
Scorpion (Level 2)
Scorpion (Level 3)
Bow and Arrow (Level 1)
Bow and Arrow (Level 2)
Bow and Arrow (Level 3)
Needle (Level 1)
Needle (Level 2)
Needle (Level 3)

TicTocs
TicToc (Ground to low)
TicToc (Ground to high)
TicToc (Low to ground)
TicToc (Low to low)
TicToc (Low to high)
TicToc (High to ground)
TicToc (High to low)
TicToc (High to high)
TicToc 1/2 turn (Ground to low)
TicToc 1/2 turn (Ground to high)
TicToc 1/2 turn (Low to low)
TicToc 1/2 turn (Low to high)
TicToc 1/2 turn (High to low)
TicToc 1/2 turn (High to high)
TicToc full turn (Ground to low)
TicToc full turn (Ground to high)
TicToc full turn (Low to low)
TicToc full turn (Low to high)
TicToc full turn (High to low)
TicToc full turn (High to high)

Tossed
Toss (ground to low)
Toss (ground to high)
Toss Liberty (ground to low)
Toss Liberty (ground to high)
Toss full turn (ground to low)
Toss full turn (ground to high)
Ball up (ground to low)
Ball up (ground to high)

Value
A
A
A
A
B
A
A
B
A
B
B
C
C
B
A

Value
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
B
C
D
C
D
E
D
E
F

Value
C
D
C
C
E
D
E
F
D
F
D
F
F
G
E
H
E
H
G
I

Value
B
D
C
E
E
G
C
D



Guided Spin
Half up (Ground to low)
Half up (Ground to high)
Half up to liberty (Ground to low)
Half up to liberty (Ground to high)
Full up (Ground to low)
Full up (Ground to high)
Full around (Ground to ground, PT low)
Full around (Ground to ground, PT high)
Full around (Low to low)
Full around (Low to high)
Full around (High to low)
Full around (High to high)
Full up to Liberty (Ground to low)
Full up to Liberty (Ground to high)
Full around to Liberty (Low to low)
Full around to Liberty (Low to high)
Full around to Liberty (High to low)
Full around to Liberty (High to high)
One & a half up (ground to low)
One & a half up (ground to high)
One & a half around (low to low)
One & a half around (low to high)

Twisting Dismounts
Full down (from low)
Full down (from high)
Liberty full down (from low)
Liberty full down (from high)
Double down (from low)
Double down (from high)
Liberty Double down (from low)
Liberty Double down (from high)
Log roll
Sponge full turn (high to ground)
Sponge full turn (low to ground)
Full down to prone (from low)
Full down to prone (from high)
Double down to prone (from low)
Double down to prone (from high)

Value
B
C
C
D
E
F
C
D
E
G
G
H
F
G
F
H
H
I
F
G
F
H

Value
C
D
D
E
E
F
F
G
B
E
D
C
D
E
F
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Inversions
RO Entry, guided push (ground to low)
RO Entry, guided push (ground to high)
RO Entry, free push (ground to low)
RO Entry, free push (ground to high)
Backw. Roll Entry, guided push (ground to low)
Backw. Roll Entry, guided push (ground to high)
Backw. Roll Entry, free push (ground to low)
Backw. Roll Entry, free push (ground to high)
BHS Entry, guided push (ground to low)
BHS Entry, guided push (ground to high)
BHS Entry, free push (ground to low)
BHS Entry, free push (ground to high)
RO Entry, guided push to Handstand (ground to low)
RO Entry, guided push to Handstand (ground to high)
RO Entry, free push to Handstand (ground to low)
RO Entry, free push to Handstand (ground to high)
Backw. Roll Entry, guided push to Handstand (ground to low)
Backw. Roll Entry, guided push to Handstand (ground to high)
Backw. Roll Entry, free push to Handstand (ground to low)
Backw. Roll Entry, free push to Handstand (ground to high)
BHS Entry, guided push to Handstand (ground to low)
BHS Entry, guided push to Handstand (ground to high)
BHS Entry, free push to Handstand (ground to low)
BHS Entry, free push to Handstand (ground to high)
Handstand to Elevator (low to low)
Handstand to Elevator (high to low)
Handstand to Extension (low to high)
Handstand to Extension (high to high)
Suspended front flip (ground to ground)
Suspended front flip full twist (ground to ground)

Value
C
E
D
F
C
E
D
F
D
F
E
G
E
H
F
I
E
H
F
I
G
H
H
I
G
G
H
I
C
E
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